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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A problem that has confronted engineers for a great number of 
years is that of determining the stability of soil slopes. Many factors 
introduce complications into stability analysis. Most embankments 
contain heterogeneous soils, often of several types. This and other 
complications usually necessitate the use of a simplified cross section. 
At the same time, it is often necessa:ry to adopt simplified average 
soil characteristics which represent actual characteristics as best 
as possible. Those steps which bear on the choice of the simplified 
section and the simplified soil characteristics are always important in 
stability analysis work. These steps are independent, however, of the 
actual analysis. From this point on, simplified conditions only are 
considered j since the main object herein is to explain methods of 
analysis once the simplifications are made. In this analytical approach 
the following simplified conditions and assumptions are carried out: 
1. An average or typical cross section is used. It is assumed 
that no shearing stresses act on the plane of the section and, 
therefore, that a two-dimensional case exists. The entire mass 
is assumed to be composed of one type of uniform soil. 
2. It is assumed that the shearing strength of each individual 
soil occurring in the cross section may be represented by an 
expression in the form of Coulomb's empirical law: 
S = ce + fJ tan cpe 
where ce and ~e are the effective cohesion and the effective 
friction angle, respectively, that apply for each soil under 
2 
the existing conditions. The normal pressure cr is the 
intergranular pressure on the failure plane. 
3. The intergranular pressure used in the shearing strength 
expression is obtained by deducting the neutral pressure from 
the total pressure existing at that point, provided that, the 
earthquake is not considered. To get the effective inter-
granular pressure with the horizontal earthquake being considered 
it is necessary to subtract the normal component of the earth-
quake pressure from the above intergranular pressure. The 
neutral pressure or the pore pressure at any point is given by 
the flow-net in case of seepage~ by the full hydrostatic pressure 
in case of sudden draw-down and by Ua ~ V in 
Vao+hVw - AV 
case of consolidation during construction (10). In the above 
expression 
Ua = Initial pore pressure (usually considered as 
atmospheric pressure--absolute pressure) 
Vao = Initial volume of free air in the soil mass 
(per cent of total initial volume) 
~V = Va~ - Vac = Volume change from sonsolidation 
(per cent of total initial volume) 
Vw = Volume of water in the soil mass (per cent of 
total initial volume) 
h = Capacity of water to dissolve air from Henry's 
Law (approximately 0.02) 
All stability analyses are based on the conoept that an embankment fails 
unless the resultant resistance to shear on every surface traversing the 
embankment is greater than the resultant shearing force exerted on that 
3 
surface b.y the mass above, along with the earthquake force when this is 
to be considered. The surface which is most liable to fail is called 
the critical surface. 
Proposed research 
The0b- circle method developed by the late D. W. Taylor provides 
a relation between the stability number (c/F jrH) and slope angle ~ 
for different values of qb (angle of internal friction). But, Taylor 
in his mathematical analysis did not consider the possibility of failure 
of slopes from other c9nsideratlons such as 
1. Earthquake (horizontal) 
2. Pore pressure due to construction. 
So the major investigation of this dissertation is to find some relatio~ 
ships such that one can utilize Taylor's stability charts even when one 
is to consider horizontal earthquake or pore pressure or both. The 
writer here analyzes the following cases: 
1. Earthquake (horizontal) 
2. Pore pressure 
a. Due to sudden draw~down 
b. Due to seepage 
c. Due to construction. 
This study is limited to a simple slope with ideal conditions. 
CHAPl'ER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Various methods of stability oomputations have been deve10pe~. All 
assume homogeneous soil, oonstant angle of slope, level top surfaoe and 
shearing strength as expressed b.Y Coulomb's equation. The most common 
methods may be summarized as follows: 
1. The Culmann method assumes rupture will ooour on a plane. It 
is of interest only as a 01assioa1 solution, sinoe aotual 
failure surfaoes are invariably ourved. 
2. The Resal-Frontard method assumes the 5011 mass tp act as a 
slope of infinite extent, and by use of oonjugate stress 
re1a tionships r.esul ts in an equation for the rupture surfaoe. 
This method has been oritioized because the results indio ate 
that the mass above the rupture surfaoe is not in statio 
~quilibrium at the point of failure with all shearing strength 
being utilized. 
3. Brahtz method of stability analysis: In the development of 
the soienoe of soil meohanics, as in the development 'of most 
of the physioa1 soienoes, the gap between theory and applioation 
has at some points been wide and diffioult to bridge. One 
sohool of thought has developed methods of analysis which, 
though easily applied, fail to take into aooount some of the 
important physioal properties of the soil mass. A seoond 
school of thought has deduoed methods, whioh although they 
take into acoount many of the physical properties of the 
materials, involve intrioate mathematioa1 oomputation, and 
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are, therefore, somewhat abstruse and difficult of application. 
Brahtz l method of stability analysis belongs to the second 
group. 
4. The spiral method assumes the rupture to be a logarithmic 
spiral. 
5. The ciroular aro method was first proposed by K. E. Petterson, 
based on his study of the failure of a quay wall in Goeteborg 
in 1915 or 1916. The justifioation that oiroular arcs are 
close approximations of actual rupture surfaces aomes from field 
investigations of a large number of aotual slides, especially 
in railroad cuts qy the Swedish Geotechnical Commission. This 
method has been widely acoepted as satisfaotory, and several 
methods· .... of prooedure based on the ciroular arc have been 
proposed, among whioh, are the following: 
a. Method of slices <.1): This method was advanoed by the 
Swedish Geotechnical Commission and developed in quite some 
detail by Professor W. Fellenius. The main objeotion to 
this or any other graphical metnod suoh as that given by 
A. W. Bishop (11) and later developed by M. Arnold (15) 
rests in the fact that the most dangerous cirole 'of an 
infinite number of possible circles must be found, and, 
thus, the graphical prooedure must be repeated for a large 
number of oircles. 
b. cP -circle method (1): This m~thod was proposed some years 
ago by Professors Glennon Gilboy and Arthur Casagrande, its 
initial use being in the development of a completely 
graphioal solution of the slope problem. In the mathe-
matioa1 solutions, the late D. W. Taylor set up a relation 
6 
between the dimensionless number (e/F JrH) and slope angle 
i for different values of q6 (angle of internal friction). 
In that above dimensionless number, F is the factor of 
safety with respect to cohesion, c is the actual unit 
cohesion for' the soil in question, and Jr is the effective 
unit weight of soil. This basic dimensionless expression 
is called the "stability number. If This method is a simple 
convenient bridge between theory and ,application. But, 
Taylor in his mathematical analysis did not consider all 
possibilities su~h as earthquake, pore pressure, etc. The 
purpose of this analysis is to develop a simple, olear and 
objective solution for the horizontal earthquake case and 
various types of pore pressure cases. 
CHAPTER III 
DIMENSIONAL AND MATHEMATICA.L ANALY~IS 
D~mensional ~nallsis 
Stability of a soil slope is dependent on 
• H !!: height = L 
i == slope angle ~ (dimensioniess) 
c ~ soil cohesion ~ FL-2 
¢ -= friction angle of ~()i1:!: (dimensionless) 
r :: total unit weight of soil :e: FL'" 3 
Tr-term relationship to determine the critical height H at which 
a landslide will oocur is given by: 
H = fl (c, 1, i , cP ~ 
where 
01' c2' 03' 04 are constant indices. 
So, L ~ (FL-2 ) °1 (FL-3)c2 
. Then, 
L • 1 = -2S - 3C2 So, S =1 • 
F o = Cl + C2 C2 = -1 
So, H = Cct (cl 1-1 . C3 ~ CPC4) 
Or, TH = f ( i • ¢) • • • .. • (1) 
If one introduces F, the factor 9f safety with respect to cohesion, 
then above equation (1) beoomes: 
°e ¢ 
-- = f ( i, ) = funotion of i and ~. 
FrH 'r' 
8 
p 
Thi s dilllensionles s quantity I F jH is oalled the stabili ty nQJllber. It 
d~pends on slope anglei and friction angle cp, and one will write it 
c as~. Two different factors of safety ha~ been proposed tor use in 
stability problems. Fellenius and most other investigators used the rat10 
of actual shearing strength to critical shearing strength, which was in 
ag~eement with the usual conoept of factor of safety and was called the 
t~ue factor of safety. The ~ther factor had been u~ed by Jaky and 
Rendulic t and might be described as the ratio between actual cohes~on 
and eritical cohesion. 
Of the two items which comprise the shearing stren~t~t name~y 
oohesion and £riotion, the ratio betwee~ ac~u~l and critica~ oohesion 
has bearing on t.be coheston only and will be called herein the factor of 
safety with respect to cohesion. In sett~ng up mathematiQai solutions, 
the use of this faotor proves ~o be s~mpler, thus it is used in the 
derivations g1ven herein. However. the true factor of safety may easily 
be adapted in the results of these solutions. The friction· angle, ¢ , 
as used here, is the developed obliq~ity. If a true factor.of safety, 
FT is des"i~ed to apply to both cohesion and friction, then the developt9d 
obliquity,~~st be ~/F~. Expressed mathematioally the above may be 
summarized as follows: 
~lH = r ( i I ¢) and ~T 7H = r ( 1 I 1r), 
,Mathemat;cal analysis 
The mathematical solution was givenb,y D~ W.Taylor (1), first for 
the case of circles passing' through the to'e of the slope, and followed 
by the 'case of circles passing below the toe of the slope, In this 
analysis the forces considered were: 
t. The weight of the mass, VI, acting vertically doWnward through 
the center of Igravity of the mass. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1. Sketches s~owing elements of th~ 1'-oircle method for oiro1e 
passing through the toe of slope. 
2. The resultant'oohesion, C:- Its magnitude is oIL, where 
01 is the unit oohesion req~ired for ~quilibrium and L is the 
length of the ohord AB. Its line of aotion is parallel to the 
chord AB and its moment arm, a, is described by 
or 
where ~ is the length of $oro AB. Thus, the line of aotion of-
C may be found, and its position is independent of the 
magnitude of the oohesion. 
3. The resultant foroe, P, is transmitted from grain to grain of 
the soil across the arc AB. The foroe polygon is as shown in 
the sketoh. 
From Figure 1 (a) 
i-1 
- o~ 20 Q 
C = OIL = F = FR Sin/f • ( (1) 
where, F = factor of safety. 
W = IR2Q_ rR2 Sin[3CosC! + 7H22 (CotG(,- Cot 1) (2) /,,~ 0 4-;) e 
. H t::J 
R = 2' Cosec q Coseo J/!' • • • • • •• (3) 
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Wd = [ IRj3][ ~R si~ s~ ~] - [r R2 Sin j1 Cosfl.] 
x [~~os fSin~J-[~ cotq][~ Cotq + R Sin (q-#)] 
- [ Cot i ] [3" Cot i + R Sin(q.-~)] 
which reduced apd combined tdth (3) gives 
Wd = {~3 [1 _ 2 Cot 21 + 3 Cot i Cotq- 3 Cot i Cot~ 
+ 3 Cot q Cot # ] .. . (4 ) 
From Figure 1 (c) 
00' = d Cosec u • • • • • • • (5) 
00 I = a Seo (ex - u) = rt/}cosec Q Seo (ex -u ) • (6 ) 
o 0 Jf ~ 
00' = R Sin.¢ Coseo (u - V ) •• • (7) 
From Figure 1 (b) 
Yi = Cos (a ... y') = Cos a Cot 'v + Sin 0: • • (8) 
C Sin v 0 0 
Substituting (3) in (2) and the result in (4) 
- Cot i 
+ Cot q Cot fij 
(9) )g" 
From (5), (6) and (3) 
Cot u = yf) Sec Ct.. Cosec a Cosec2 D. - tan a . 2d 0 0 /04" 0 • (10) 
From (5), (7) and (3) 
Sin (u -v ) = ~d Sin u Cosec q. Cosecfj Sin¢ • (11) 
Placing (3) in (1) and (2), then setting (8) equal to the 
ratio of (2) and (1) 
c _ 1 2 Cosec 2 F7R -
(12) 
The solution for the cas~ where the rupture, surface passes below 
the toe of the slope is almost the same as for the above case. The only 
important differenoe is that another variable ~nters which is designated 
by n, and is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Elements of ~ -circle method for circle passing below the 
toe of the s:Lope. 
Here, n = ~ (Cotq: - Cot fj - Cot t 
D = t (Cosecq Cosec 1- Cot q Cot Ii + 1) • 
(Depth factor) 
- Cot i - 2n 
• • • 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Figure 7 gives the chart for stability number vs slope angle for 
different angles of internal friction. Figure 8 gives the chart shoWing 
.ttect ot depth limitation, DR on stability nqmber ;"H tor q&= O. 
This DH is defined as the maximum depth of a point through which the slip 
oircle passes. Now the question is: can these charts be used when 
hor~zonta1 earthquake or pore pressure is introduced in the problem? 
The writer has analyzed the abpve cases in tne follOwing way: 
Case I:· 
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If one analyzes the effect of horizontal earthquake force on the 
stability of soil slopes, it can be shown that it increases the over-
'turning force and decre"ases the resisting force. If now, one considers 
the effective unit 1.reight of the sliding mass as ~ , then the effective 
weight WE (." 7 v) will give the same overturning moment as by the 
horizontal earthquake fore , FE C~ ex w = ex r V) and the weight, W. 
In other words, from Figure 16, by taking moment about the center of the 
airc1e 
WEd = Wd + FEt 
0r ~Vd = lVd + a/Vi 
Or ~ ~ 1 + ex. 7:'/d = 1(1 + GX.:~/d) • • • • (1) 
Where V is the volume of the sliding mas s, r is the given unit weight 
of the soil, 4 is the moment arm of the force FE and d is the moment arm 
of W, the weight of sliding mass. 
It is this ~" which will be used in the stability number. Now, 
it one analyzes a small elementary strip on the sliding mass with weight, 
Wj and horizontal earthquake force of CXW~,then it can be seen that the 
; 
resisting force other than cohesion is (W j Cos e j - C( W j Sin e j ) 
tan qbi' where tan 8j is the slope of the sliding circle at the jth 
element~ and q6i is the given angle of internal friction. 
So, the total resisting force is 
L(Wj Cose j - a Wj Sin ej ) tan¢i 
iT"" ID(Y2-Yl)j Cos e j- Q; (Y2-Yl)j Sin e j]4~ tancA.. • (2) 
The total effect due to earthquake force being taken care of by equiva-
l,nt unit weight, IE and the modified friction angle. ¢rnE' the resisting 
force is given by IE ['[Y2-Yl) j Cos e jJIIOX tan ¢ mE • (3) 
Now equating (2) with (3), 
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Or, (4) 
Where m is the ratio of the tangent of the modified friction angle to 
the tangent of the initial or given friction angle, So from (1) and (4), 
_ 1 
m - (l+alld ) f • 
So, for different values of ex, different values of m will be obtained 
for a given ¢i and a given slope. Now, from this m, ¢mE can be 
obtained. And, it is with this value of ¢mE one will look into Taylor's 
chart when horizontal earthquake is to be considered. The slope with 
the new: slip circle (obtained with modified ¢) with equivalent unit weight 
~ will give the same resisting moment and overturning moment as given 
with the original slip oircle (obtained with initial ¢) with the weight 
W and the earthquake force, FE. 
For a wide range of a ! the value of ¢mE lies between cP i ~nd 0 
i~, t ¢i ~ ¢mE ~ 0, It can be seen that t~e failure oircle given 
by i and ¢i and that by i and 0 are very close to each other, or in 
other words, the disorepancy involved is very small, So, Li ~ ~. 
then Ci (oohesive force) ~ em (cohesive foroe) for s~ll values of c 
(~it cohesion), The total resisting moment for the initial case 
with earthquake is given by equation (2) and that given for the modifi~ 
case by equation (3). From equations (1), (2) and (3) one can get 
the equation (5), and from there one gets the values of ¢mE (modified 
triotiC?n angle due to earthquake). By s~ocessive approximation one will 
also get the same result. For example, let i = 30° and ¢ i = 20° and 
for whioh LId = 1.77 from Figure 9. From equation (5), the solution of 
14 
whioh is shown in Appendix under heading, i = 30°, ~i =,20° 
m = 1-0.48g = .tan $mE 
1+1. 77 ex: tan . 
~ 
When ex = 0.10, then m = 0.81, and then ~ms= 16.5°. 
Now,. using ¢= 16.5°, _~/d = 1.82 (for Figure 9.) 
For a = 0.10, In = 0.80. 
Then tan ¢mE = 0.80 x tan 20° = 16.5° (approximate). 
The equation (5) can be expressed in the form of integration as 
follows: r 
m = 1. [1- ex J (... Sin e dx ] 
(1+ CX,/d) (Y2-Yl) Cos e dx 
Or, m = (1+ 0: L/d) [l-ex=~:~~or] • 
Equation of the circle is 
2 2 2 (x.-h) + (y-K) = R • • 
Equation of the line OA is 
y = x tan'i • 
Equation of the line AB is 
y = (2R Sin!} Sin g) . 
Where, h = R Sin ( a - ex ) Ji/ 0 
K = R Cos (!} - ex ) 
o 
From equation (6) 
So, 
dv _ x -h - t e 
.;,t... ---an diC -. """'y-K 
Sin e ·x.-h =~ Cos e 
SOl in equation {5~ ~ 
J 2R Sin /~ Cos ex Numerator = (Y2-Yl) Sin e dx. 
o 
• 
• 
_ y-K 
- .. R 
• 
. , 
• • 
= -V,....R~---(k-· _-_h-)2 
R 
(6 ) 
(8 ) 
15 
2R Sin /30 Sin 0: o/tan i 
Numerator = 1 [x tan i - (K - v'R2_(x-h)Z)] 2S:h dx 
o R 
2R Sin /30 Cos ex 0 
+ J C2R Sin /30 Sin 0: 0 - (K - "YR2_(x-h)2)] ~h dx 
2R Sin /3 0 Sin ex 0/ tan i 
Numerator .. tan i C~ _ h X2] 2R Sin A Sin !X Q 
R 3 2 tan i 
o _.~ (x-~)2 2R Sin f3. 0 Sin ex 0 
o tan i 
+ ~ c-t !R2_(X_h)2) '3/2] 2R Sin 130 Sin CY..°ltan i 
o 
D 2 2R Sin /30 Cos ()( 0 
+(2R.Sin }?0RSinO:o_K) (X;h) 
2R Sin /3oSin 0.: 0 
'tan i 
2R Sin f30 Sin ex 0 
tan i 
N t (t ') R2 C8 Sin'3 /30 Sin'3 C(o - Sin ( /30- ex 0) 
wnera or = an.~ '3 tan) i 
2 f3 2 2 Sin ~o Sin (Xo] 
tan2 i 
Cos ( §.o- ex 0) R2 C 12Sin flo Sin 0: 0 
2 tan i 
... R2 
3' [( Cos2 ( 8 - Ct.. ) - 4 Sin2 fto Cos2 a + 4 ;II 
I 0 . 0 0 
Sin flo Cos C(o Sin ( flo- 0( 0 ) I 3/2 - (cos2 ( f3 -ex. ) - 4 Sin2 fJQ Sin2 ex 0 + 4 Sin flo SinC'tg " 
Q 0 ta~ i tan i 
Q ) )/2 
Sin ( j...Jo- Ct.. o ) .. ] 
i2R Sin fi." Cos 0.0 Denominator ~ (Y2-Yl)OCos e dx o 
2R Sin /3 Sin ex / tan i 
=£ [x tan: _(K_ ., Ijt2_(;>e:_hh] "'/R( x _h)2 dx 
oV i R 
2R Sin A Coset. 
off (2R Sin )90 Sin Ct.. o-(K- ¥R'?-( X -h )2)J .. 
"'\/ . 2 VR'-( x -h). d 
R x 
. 2R Sin f3 0 S;ln Ct..o/tan i 
J2R Sinf30 .5ina~ ~:n i lR Sin flo Sinr;t9/tan i Denominator = tan J. \ x-h) YJ.'=.ix ... h)'l d:X+ tan i (h) .. K oR· R " 
-V R2 -{,x _h)2 dx o· 
1 J2R ~in A. 0. ~in Ct. 0/ tan i 
+ R 0 (R ... ( ~ -h) ). ~ 
. 0 . rv K J2a Sin B 0 Cos Cf.. 
+ 2R SJ.n jJ 0 S1n \A.o::::. -V R2_ (x -·h ,:c dx 0 
R 2R Sin flo Sin Cf..o/tan i 
+ 
_1. J.2R S~n f3 0 C~s Ci. 0 
R [R - ( x -h)] dx 
2R Sin flo Sin Cf.. o/tan i 
t i 1 ( 2 2 ) 3/2 \ 2R Sin fio SinCi.o/tan i Den.ominator :: anR (--3 R - (x -h) ] + tan i (h)-K 
. 0 R 1f 
"' ,r----- . 2RSin f:3oSinqJtan i ~ [( X-lb)"V R2_< x _h)2 + R2 Sin-1 (II:Rh)] , 
o 
. ~;. -""', " .. ,- '" ~~ . 
• .. -I' ~ 
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1 2 ) \ 2R Sin f3 0 Cos C( 0 
of 'it [R :a; - ~ x. -h) ] Q . 
:3 2R Sin 1-'0 Sin a o/tan i 
~noDlinator :; _ tan i R2 [ (cos2 ( P _ a ) .. 4 Sin fio Sin (;(0 
) . 0 0 tan i· ,c 
Sin ( t:l 0- a > - 4 Sin2 ~o Sin2 (;(0 J 3/2 /.;.,J 0 2 . 
n 1 . 
-Cos) ( fio'" (Xo)J 
+ Sin ( Eo ... C( 0 )~an i ... Cos i ( &0- 0(0 ) )( 
2 
.rt- ( (25in ,/30 Sin etc - Sin ( /30- Clo»" tan i 
(cos2 ( filo-CI.o) _ 4 5in2 fJg Sin2 (;(0 
. tan2 i 
oJ 4 Sin &,0 SinC(o Sin ( f3 _ C( )} 1/2 
t$.ll i 0 0 . 
+ Sin","l (2Sin fto Sin a o _ Sin ( Q - C( )} 
t 
. l~o 0 
an1 
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cos
2 ( f30 - (Xo) - 4 Sin2 fJo C052 C( 0 + 4 Sin f30 
Cos C(O Sin (f3 0- (Xo) I 1/2 + Sin-l 
('Sin (fJ + (Xo» _ (2 Sin /30 Sin go Q . tan i 
_ 4 Sin2 &0 Sin2 Ci.. 0 + 4 Sin fio Sin (Xg -'C 
tan2 i tan i 
Sin ( .8,.. ex ))1/2 _ Sin-1 (2SinfiSin cx. o 
I, 0 0 . t i 
. an 
- Sin ( fto- (:to) P 
+ R2 [2 Sin Do Cos rY 0 _ ~ Sin) ( D ... rv ) )-'1 ~..J j~o VolO 
Let A :II; Sin A Sin a-2 
o tan :i 
B = Sin ( ,80- ~ 0) ; 
D = Sin ( j3 0 + ex 0) ; 
F 1= Sin Q Co~ ex ; fJo 0 
G/4 = tan i 
-2 Sin A Sin C(o + 1. (2 Sin !}o Sin (XO 
tan i 3 t' an l. 
C = Cos ( ,8 0 -ex 0 ) 
E = Cos ( f3 0 ... ct 0) 
G := Sin t:J Sin ex jJQ 0 
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G ( 2 21312 '3 BG-AC Denominator = ·-3A [ C -+ 4AB - 4A - c- J + 2A [(2A-B) ... R2 ' . 
I 0 2 _4A20f4AB )1/2 + Sin-1 (2A-B) + BC + Sin-1 (B)J 
1 '3 1 3J E (2 2 )1/2 
+ [2~ - 3' (2,t-B) - 3" B - '2 [D C -4F of 4FB 
+ Sin-1 D _ (2A-B) Ic2_412 + 41B )1/2 _ Sin-1 
. '3' 
(2A-B)] + (2F - ~ - 2A + 1 (2A_B)'3J 
. G [( 2 2 }33/2 3]3+ BG-AC Denominator =-jA . d ..,. 4AB-4A -0' 2A [(2A ... B)" 
R I c2_412 + 4AB ) 1/2 + Sin-1 (2A-B) + BC + Sin-1 (B)] 
_C~ Jil3] - ~ ( D I C 2_4F20f4FB )1/2 + Sin-1D -~2A-B)' 
ICZ-412 + 4AB )1/2 _ Sin-1 (2A-B)] + [2F_D
3
J. 
And, thus, the solution of equation (5) is obtain~d. 
Case I6: Pore pressure 
($) Pore pressure due to sudden draw-down: 
o 
(d) . (e) (r) 
Figure 4. Draw-down cas~. 
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The force W of Figure 1 (b) represents th~ effective weight of the 
sli~g mass. For the submerged or buoyant slope, Figure 4 (a) shows 
the forces acting aocording to the qb-Circle soluti~nt wherein Wb , the 
effective weight for this case, equals the product of the area of tbe 
sliding mass and the buoyant unit weight. The foroe polygon is shown in 
full lines in Figure 4 (b). The weight, W , which is equal to the weight 
o 
of a mass of water of the same total volume as the sliding mass, must be 
present in the submerged eas~, but it has no effect since it is just 
pa.~anced by fproes El ~d E2, t~e res~ltant water pressures across the 
ru~ture arc and the slope, respec~~vely. Th~ lines ~r aation of the~$ 
three fo~ces Wot ~ and E2 are shown in Figure 4 (e). It may be nQted' 
that the moments of Wo ~nd E2 about 0 mu~t just balance each other. It 
~s correet to spe.k of W as an overturning force, but in this instanee 
o 
its overturning effect is just counterbalanqed by the resisting effect 
of E2• 
The submerge~ oase, may be transformed i~to the sudden draw~down case 
by th$ sudQen removal 9f the force E2• Since the moment o~ E2 just 
balaQoes that 'o~ Wo' removal of E2 introduces an additional overt~rning 
tendenoy equal to the mom~nt of Woe The weight Wo at the instant of 
sudden draw-down is Qarri~d py a tempQrar,y e~o~ss of pr~ssure !n ~he 
water, and intergranul~r stresses oan replace this hydrostatic exce~s 
0nty as fast as the necessary strains in the mass can develop. So, with 
the assumption t~~t Wo is not oarried by the soil skeleton, and, moreover, 
siQce Ei being normal to the slip ci~cle passes through the center of it, 
no friction can be developed to help in resisting the shearing stresses 
it induces. Thus, the overturning forces acting are Wowhich is resisted 
by cohesion and fricfion together. The force diagra~ for Wb alone ~s 
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shown in Figure 4 (a) while that for Wo is shown in Figure 4 (d). Thus, 
the cohesion required to overcome the combined overturning effects of 
Wb and Wo is the sum of Cb and Co of Figures 4 (a) and 4 (d). (1) 
(~) (b) 
Figure 5. Force diagram for sudden draw-down case. 
The writer adopts the following graphical method: 
In Figure 5 (b) AC = Wb (buoyant weight). This Wb is balanced by 
~ and CIA (cohesion required for Wb). CB = Wo (weight of a mass of 
water of the same volume as the sliding mass). 
xc + CB = ~ + Wo = Ws 
From B, BK is drawn parallel to 0'0. From C, CT is drawn parallel to 
CIA to meet BK at T. Then CT is the cohesion required to give resisting 
moment to overcome the overturning moment due to Wo. Then Tc (C2C1) 
is added to CIA. So, CT = C2C1 + CIA = Co"'~. This CT is the total 
cohesion to overcome the effect of total weight. Ws = Wb + Woe Then 
BeZ gives rise to qbmP' the new friction angle obtained from pore pressure 
4ue to sudden draw-down. From point 0', O'S is drawn parallel to BC2. 
Then a small circle is drawn suoh that O'S is a tangent to this oircle. 
This small oirc1e gives rise to q6mP (modified friction angle under pore 
pressure due to sudden draw-down). In Figure 5 (b), 
iI = ~ = f; = J3 (sudden drav-down factor), as defined by the writer. 
So, for different values of fl. one will get different values of ¢ mP/ q6i' 
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and it is this value of qDmP' one uses in Taylor's chart. Modified slip 
circle corresponding to qDrep can be used in the analysis. And, the unit 
weight to be used in stability number is the saturated unit weight, 1s. 
(b) Pore pressure due to seepage: Its effect is similar to that 
ot sudden draw-down. Here, in place of )3, one can use seepage factor 
as defined by the writer. 
6 ' = I.w ~ = seepage factor ~, 1/ 'it (A-a , + 's a.. 
qD .. circle 
Phreatic line 
Figure 6. Effect of seepage. Slip' circle 
Where 
~~ ~ Unit weight of water 
~ = Unit weight of sQil at any moisture content 
1: = Saturated unit weight of soil 
a1 = The area between the pore presSUre curve and slip circle 
obtained byqD-Oircle method 
a = The area between the phreatio line and the slip circle 
A = Total area of sliding mass. 
In a similar manner to that of sudden draw-down, a chart of {; vs 
¢mP/ ¢i can be obtained for the ca.se of pore-pressure due to se~page. 
It is this value of ¢mP that one will use in Taylor's chart. And. the 
unit weight to be used in stability number is 7E = It (A-a) + 1sa 
A 
as suggested by the writer. 
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(0) Pore pressure due to oonstruction: Its prooedure is also 
similar to that of sudden-draw-down. Only instead of fJ, one uses f 
which is expressed as a ratio of the pore pressure force to the total 
weight on the rupture plane. If the height of the soil above any point 
on the rupture plane is h, ~nd the height due to pore water pressure is 
~ above the same point, then as defined by the writer 
f=~ 
Where 
1: = Unit weight of water 
It = Unit weight of soil at any moisture content 
€= Construction pore pressure factor. 
If the effect of pore pressure due to constructton is 10 per cent of the 
full hydrostatic pressure then 
(= 0.10 -f: · 
So then, lik~ those of Cases II (a) and II (b) a chart of tVS 
¢mp/ ¢ i can be obtained. This ohart will give the friction angle 
modified due to construction pore pressure. And the unit weight ot soil 
in this case is ~. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURE 
Taylor's stability chart gives the relation between stability 
number. alF 1 H and slope angle, i for different values of ¢. From 
this relationship one can find factor of safety, F, for a given soil 
and a given slope with a given height or one aan find the height of the 
embankment where the faator of safety is specified. The wri tar has 
tried to develop oertain relationships with the help of whioh one can 
still use the Ta.ylor's chart even when one is to consider either 
horizontal earthquake or pore pressure effect in the problem of slope 
stability. 
Case I: Effect of horizontal. earthquake 
The writer has analyzed the effect of horizontal earthqu4ke in 
40 difr~rent cases and as a typical example only one is shown in 
Figure 16, for i = 30°, ¢. = 10°, and H = 50'. 
l-
In all these examples two different heights of embankroept, namely 
50' and 75', were chosen. The results obta~ed were the same for the 
~wo heights as shown in tHe oharts of lId vs i, with a given 9bi 
t 
(initia.l angle of friction without the effect of earthquake). This 
shows the validity of the relationship of the dimensionless quantitie~s·. 
The procedure that the writer has adopted in this analysis is as 
,follows and the graphical oonstruction is as shown m Figure 16. 
First, the earth embankment is drawn to a scale. Then, corres-
ponding to the given slope, it and the given initial friction angle, qbi' 
the critioal slip oircle is drawn with the help of Table I (given by 
2.5 
Taylor). This oirole has its center at 0 which is determined by the 
values of ex and D, (as given in Table I), and it passes through the o· /~o 
toe, A, and meets the embankment at B. And so, AB is the rupture arc. 
At any point L on the slip oircle, angle OLK is drawn such that 
angle OLK = ¢'i (given initial friction angle when there is no earth-
quake). 
Then theqb-Cirole is drawn with its center at 0, such that it 
touches LK at K. After the critical slip circle and the friction circle 
are drawn. the next step is to find the oe~ter of gravity of t~e combined 
sliding mass; and this is done in the following way: 
Referring to Figure 16, from 0, OS is drawn perpendicular to AB. 
the ohord of length I. 
OB = Radius, R 
os = D 
Now, one is to find the center of gravity of the circular segment. 
y 
or, 
x2 +y 2 = R2 
x = riCos,±, 
Y = r'Sin '±' 
R Sinel = D 
e = Sin -l....ll-1 R 
y (the distance of the c-g from the center 
rn/2 ,. rR ~~dr 
= ~GL UDCosJ~\,;!f] Sin 'At d \j! 
if"3:. dy dx 
o along OS) = JJdY dx 
Jn/2[ fR 'r'dr ] d ~ 
e I D Cosec't' ' 
ie., y = ~ D (R/D)3 Cos 81 - Cot el 
3 (R/D)2 ( n/2 - 91 ) ~--C-ot-e-l 
This Y is then marked at 3.2 along OS. Then the next step is to find the 
C. G. of the tr.iangular portion by graphical method and then marked at 
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ale Let the distance a1a2 = d. The combined C. G. lies at ao on 
ala2 at a distance of x=( AId,. ) from a2 , where Al + 12 
Al = Area of the triangular portion 
A = Area of the circular sector 
2 
Thus, the weight, W, and the horizontal earthquake forcs, FE ( ex w) 
act at ao• The moment arm of W is d and that of FE is L. After 
knowing t and d chart for lId vs i is prepared. Then IE = 1 ~ 
(1 + exL/d) is determined. Now, according to the analysis of Case I 
in Chapter III, 
m = tan~mE 
tan ,i 
is calculated. 
Numerator 
= 1- ex Denominator 
1 T al/d 
For example, given i = 30° and qDi : ISo, Figure 9 gives LId = 1.808. 
Th t 1 1 t [1 rv Numerator ] h t t k th 1 a ~n 0 oa cu a e - \,A Denominator one as 0 a. e e Va ues of 0 
and flo oorresponding to the given i and ¢i. In this case t C(o = 27", 
)90 = 39° from Table I. So, 
A = Sin )30 Sin (Xg = Sin 39° SiR 27° = 0.494 
tan 30 tan i 
B = Sin ( )30- ~o) = Sin 12° = 0.2079 
C = Cos ( /30- C(o) = Cos 12° = 0.9781 
D = Sin ( }30+ (Xo) = Sin 66° = 0.9135; E = Cos 
F = Sin )30 Cos ex 0 = Sin 39° Cos 27° = 0.561 
G = Sin fto Sin C( 0 = Sin 39° Sin 27° = 0.285 
8 2 3 GA - 2ABG = 0.126 
2CA2 - 2ABC = 0.275 
C2 + 4AB - 4A2 = 0.389 
2A - B = 0.780 
C2 _ 4F2 + 4FB = 0.165 
(f}·+a~ = C.4067 
o 0/ 
Then, 
So, 
BG - AC = -0.424 
-1 " 7T Sin (2A-B) = .51.3 = rm; x 51.3 = 0.89.5 radian 
BC = 0.2079 x 0.9781 = 00203 
Sin-1 (B) = 12" = ~ x 12 = 0.210 radian 
Sin-1 (D) = 66" = ~ x 66 = 1.150 radian 
Nume~ator = 0.0934; So, Numerator = R2 (0.0934) 
R 
Den~minator = 0.200; So, Denominator = R2 (0.200) 
1 _ Num~rator ex 
Denominator 
m = 1-0.467 ex 
1+1.808 CI.. 
Hence, for different values of ex , different values of m will be 
obtained. These are shown in Figures 10 to 14. 
Case II: Effeot of pore pressure 
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For the effect of pore pressure in general, the writer has analyzed 
four different cases, namely 
1. With i = 30" 
¢i = 15" 
H = 50' 
2. With i = 45" 
¢i = 20" 
H = 50' 
3. With i = 30" 
¢i = 20° 
H = 75 1 
4. With i = 30° 
¢i = 20° 
H = ,50' 
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Figure 17 is shown as a typical one. In all these cases, the main idea 
is to find a relationship between the pore pressure factor and ¢mp/ cj) i 
(ratio of modified friction angle to initial friction angle). All these 
four cases have given same result which shows it can be extended 
dimensionally to other values. 
(a.) Pore pressure due to sudden draw-down. The writer has adopted 
the following procedure in establishing a relationship between sudden 
draw-down factor, f3 Ct:". lw/ Is) and ¢ mP/ ¢i (ratio of friction angle 
modified under pore pressure due to sudden draw-down to the initial 
friction angle). As in Figure 16, the C. G. of the sliding mass is 
determined and 0' is located in this case. Prooedure for the graphical 
construction is followed as given by the writer in Case II (a) of Chapter 
III. For different values of ~, different values of q6mp/ qDi are 
obtained. 
are found 
or 
or 
Where 
When these points are plotted (as shown in Figure 15), they 
to fit a straight line suoh that ~ + )3 = 1 
~~~ = 1 - ft = 1- t = i b . 
P G-l 
= -i G-te 
G = The sp. gr. of soil, 
e = The void ratio of soil. 
(b) Pore pressure due to seepage. Similar procedure to that of 
sudden draw-down is adopted in this case to establish the relationship 
between the seepage factor, 6 (as defined in Case II (b) of Chapter III) 
and ¢ mP/ ¢ i (ratio of the friction angle modified under pore pressure 
due to seepage to the initial friction angle without seepage). Equiva-
lent unit weight, ~E is determined from the formula given by the writer 
in Case II (b) of Chapter III. 
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(0) Pore pressure due to oonstruotion. Thisprooedur~ js also 
similar to that of sudden draw-down. A relationship is established 
between oonstruotion pore pressure coeffioient. ( (as defin~d by the 
writer in Case II (c) of Chapter III) and qDmp/~ i (ratio of friotion 
angle modified under oonstruotion pore pressure to the initial friotiQn 
angle without pore pressur~). 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 
The results of the stability an$lysis by ¢ -circle method 
considering only the external force W, are tabulated in Table I. These 
data given by Taylor (1) are verified with a digital 1620 computer. 
Results of the writer's analysis considering earthquake are tabulated 
in Table 2, and the results are plotted in Figure 10 to Figure 14 as 
m vs ex for differentq?i's and different constant slope angle 
i. Also, the results of (,/d) vs i are plotted for different Gbi's in 
Figure 9. Results of the analysis done by the writer for the case of 
pore pressure are tabulated in Table 3, and the results are plotted in 
Figure 1.5 as <ProP/ ¢ i vs ,S (or () or € ). 
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Table 1. Data on critioal oiroles by the ~ -oirc1e method (1). 
(1) (2) (3) 
i if:? an n 
(6) 
D 
(8 ) 
Corrented 
c/FIR 
60 0 
47.60 
50 0 
53 0 
56 ° 
.58 0 
60 0 
41.80 
45 0 
47.50 
50 0 
53 0 
56 0 
35.3 0 
38.5 0 
41 0 
44 0 
46.50 
50 0 
(28.2°) 
31.20 
34 ° 
36.10 
38 0 
40 0 
1.5.1° 
14 0 
13.5° 
13 ° 
12 ° 
11 0 
2.5.9° 
25 ° 
23.5° 
23 ° 
22 0 
22 ° 
3.5.4° 
34.5° 
33 ° 31.~0 
30.2 
30 0 
(44.7°) 
42.1 0 
19.7° 
37.2° 
34 • .5° 
31 0 
1.062 
1.026 
1.006 
1.001 
0.261 
0.239 
0.218 
0.199 
0.182 
0.166 
0.219 
0.19.5 
0.173 
0.153 
0.13.5 
0.118 
0.191 
0.163 
0.139 
0.118 
0.098 
0.081 
(0.170 ) 
0.138 
0.110 
0.086 
0.065 
0.046 
0.261 
0.239 
0.218 
0.199 
0.182 
0.166 
0.219 
0.195 
0.173 
0.1.52 
0.134 
0.117 
0.191 
0.162 
0.138 
0.116 
0.097 
0.079 
(0.170) 
0.136 
0.108 
0.083 
0.062 
0.044 
0° (20 0) (53.4°0) 1.301 0.1.56 0.156 5° (23 0) (48) 1.161 0.112 0.110 
20 ° .53 0 0.29 1.332 0.113 0.110 
10° 25 ° 44 ° 1.092 0.078 0.07.5 
15° 27 0 39 0 1-.038 0.049 0.046 
20° 28 0 31 0 1.003 0.027 0.02.5 
25° 29 0 2.5 ° 0.010 0.009 
00 (10.6°) (60.7°) (2.117) (0.145) (0.145) 
5° (12.5°) (47 0) (1.549) (0.072) (0.068) 
11 ° (47.5°) 0.5.5 1.697 0.074 0.070 
10° (14 0) (34 0) 1.222 0.024 0.023 
14 ° 34 ° 0.04 1.222 0.024 0.023 
All 0 
Valy.es 
o 66.8 0.181 0.181 
Remarks 
The final 
column is 
after ¢> .. 
circle 
oorreotion 
on the 
assumption 
that 
intensity 
of p-foroe 
equal to 
zero at A 
and B and 
varying 
sinusoidally 
between - K= 
1-(2B/ n )2 :1 
Cos ,80 .. 
The radius 
of the 
~-oiro1e 
is R sin<p • 
If the 
oorreoted 
oirole of 
slightly 
larger radius 
R Sin ,*,1, 
is'intro-
duoed, the 
following 
relation 
R Sin cp '= 
R Sin 4> (l+K) 
must hold 
good. 
Figures in parentheses are va1ue$ for most dangerousoirole through the 
toe when a more dangerous oiro1e ~xists whioh passes below the toe. 
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J7;.) TYPICAL CROSS SECTlON AND F"'lURE ARC IN 
ZONE A. CRITICAL CIRCLE PASSE.S THROUGH TOE 
AND 5TABtL'T'( NUMBER REPRESENTED IN CHART 
BY F=ULl LINE~. 
(8) TYPICAL CROSS SECTION S~OWI~G CASES 
CONSIDER ED IN ZONE B 
CASE I: THE. MO~T OANGEf?OUS OF THE CIRCLES 
1H4 rG.u£2) PASSING THROU6H Tf.lE. TOE. REPRESENTED 
. " 
BY F U1.L LINES IN CoH ART. WH ERE FULL. 1.1Ne& DO NOT 
APPEAR, THIS CA.SE. 'S NOT APPRECI ABLY OIFFERE.NT f:ROM CASE 2. 
CASE 2.: CRITICAL CIRCLE PAS!)IN(i BElOW THe "TOE, REPRE.5ENlfD 
BY LON6 OASHE.D LINES IN CHART, WHERE LONG DASHED LINES DONOT 
APPEAR/ T~E CRI'1',c.A.L CIRC.LE PAS~ES THROUG .... THE "'tOE. 
o·ao~--r---r---r---~--r---~--~--~~ 
CA~E 3~ SURFAC.E OF 1.f.D~E. OR A STRONG ~.: .sTRATUM AT THE. 
ELEVATION OF THE TOE (0& .); RfPRf.SENTfD ~ By SHORT DA~HfD LINES 
N IN CtiA~T. 
O'25r---~--~--r---~--~--~--~--~~ 
:r I ~ 
'" .......... 
°0.20 
IX 
w 
III 
S 
~ 
z 
>-
0·15 
I-
::. 
II) 
c( 
I- o·to \D 
o ~~L-~~~~ __ -L __ ~ __ ~ ____ L-__ ~ __ ~ 
o 10 20 SO 40 50 80 70 80 90 
SLOPE ANGtE 1.-... 
Figure 7. Chart of stability n1.lI:':bers. 
0·19 
..c.~53· fIG-? 
0·18 
1.0 .17 
:r 
~ 
~0·16 
u 
a: 
"'0·'5 
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:;:) 
z 
0-14 
> 
.... 
~0·13 
• c 
~ 
U) 0-12 
0·11 
0-10 
0·09 , 2 3 4 
DEPTH FACTOR D 
Figure 8. Chart of stability numbers for the case 
of zero friction angle and limited depth; 
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Table Z. It is furnished by the writer from graphical and mathematical 
analysis for the horizontal earthquake force with the help of 
data from Table 1. (Reference to Figure 16 and Appendix.) 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (3) (6) 
III 
(Ratio 
of the 
Tangent 
of the 
friction 
ex 
angle 
modified 
(Coef- due to 
ficient earth-
¢i 
of quake 
tId earth- to the 
i (Initial (Moment- quake initial 
(slope friction arm acce1el'- friction 
angle l angle l ratio} ationl angle 2 
.-
Remarks 
0.0 1.000 .' ., The values of tId 
75° 5° 0.946 0.1 o. 840 m=i~O ~{3l4";(are computed by 
0.2 o. 700 'to:~'46C(taking average of 
0.3 0.586 the values on two 
0.4 0.490 dams of height 50' 
0.5 0.403 and 75'. Both the 
0.6 0.326 dams give almost 
0.7 0.258 the same results. 
0.8 0.200 This shows that the 
'results can be 
0.0 1.000 extended for any 
10° 0.838 0.1 0.830 dimension. 
0.2 '0.690 ~'::. _ 1.0.24 0: 0.3 0.575 OJ,1ll -
0.4 0.467 
" 
:.". 1+0.838(;( 
0.5 0.375 
0.6 0.290 
0.7 0.215 
0.8 0.148 
0.0 1.000 
,,' In = 1-.0.97(:( 15° 0.755 0.1 0.840 
0.2 0.700 1+0. 755a 
0.3 0.578 
0.4 0.470 
0.5 0.375 
0.6 0.288 
0.7 0.210 
0.8 0.140 
20° 
0.0 1.000 
, _ 1-1.08 C::( 0.670 0.1 0.835 'tn-
0.2 0;.690 - 1+0.67('.( 
0.3 0.560. 
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Table 2. Continued 
(1) ~; (1' (4) (5) (6 ) 1 Lid a lYl Remarks 
0.4 0.448 
0.5 0.345 
0.6 0.250 
0.7 0.166 
0.8 0.089 
25° 
0.0 1.000 
_ 1:1 ,,2'lCf.. 0.590 0.1 0.825 
0.2 0.665 111 - l+O.59Ci 
0.3 0.525 
0.4 0.400 
0.5 0.282 
0.6 0.176 
0.7 0.079 
0 .. 8 
60° 5° 
0.0 1.000 
m = h O•63C( 1.130 0.1 0.850 
0.2 0.710 1+1.130 
0·3 0.610 
0.4 0.515 
0.5 0.417 
0.6 0.370 
0.7 0.312 
0.8 0.260 
10° 
0.0 1.000 
_ 1.0.72 C( 1.028 0.1 0.845 m -
0.2 0.710 1+1.028 ex 
0.3 0.600 
0.4 0.505 
0.5 0.420 
0.6 0.350 
0.7 0.290 
0.8 0.232 
15° 
0.0 1.000 
m = 1-0.8JC( 0.934 0.1 0.840 
0.2 0.700 l+O.934C( 
0.3 0.586 
0.4 0.486 
0.5 0.398 
0.6 0.320 
0.7 0.254 
0.8 0.192 
20° 
0.0 1.000 
111 = 1-0.91 Ci. 0.838 0.1 0.830 
0.2 0.700 1+0.838 a 
0.3 0.580 
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Table 2. Continued 
(1) (2) (7' (4) (.5) (6 ) Remarks i <Pi Ld a 111 i 
0.4 0.475 
0.5 0.385 
0.6 0.301 
0.7 0.228 
0.8 0.163 
0.0 1.000 
_ 1-1.56CA 25Q 0.728 0.1 0.790 
In - 1+0.7280( 0.2 0.600 
0.3 0.437 
0.4 0.291 
0.5 0.161 
0.6 0.045 
0.7 
0.8 
0.0 1.000 
_ 1-0.42~C( 45Q 5Q 1.505 0.1 0.830 In - 1+1.505C( 0.2 0.690 
0.3 0.590 
0.4 0.500 
0.5 0.430 
0.6 0.370 
0.7 0.320 
0.8 0.275 
0.0 1.000 1-0 • .22 C( 10° .1.330 0.1 0.830 m = 1+i'~33C( 0.2 0.695 
0.3 0.590 
0.4 0.500 
0.5 0.425 
0.6 0.360 
0.7 0.305 
0.8 0.255 
---, // 
0.0 1.000 
m = 1-0.66rl 15° 1.210 0.1 0.830 
1+1.21 CI.. 0.2 0.700 
0.3 0.590 
0.4 0.495 
0.5 0.416 
0.6 0.350 
0.7 00 290 
0.8 0.240 
: .:;~~ 0.0 1.000 
_ 1-0~71a 20° 1.138 0.1 0.830 111 - 1,+1~l38a 0.2 0.695 I, ' 
0.3 0.595 
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Table Z, Continued 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
i ¢i Lid ex. In Remarks 
0.4 0.492 
0.5 09410 
0.6 0.340 
0.7 0,280 
0.8 0.225 
25° 
0 .. 0 1.000 
_ 1-0.79 ex 1.080 0.1 0.830 
0;2 0.692 m - 1+1 .. 08 a 
0.3 0.575 
0,4 0.480 
°r5 0.392 0.6 0.320 
0.7 0~260 
0.8 0.197 
30° 5° 
0.0 1.000 
In = 1-0 c3Za 2.100 0,,1 0.795 
0.2 0.650 1+2v10a 
0.3 0.545 
0,4 0.463 
0.5 0.398 
0.6 0,344 
0.7 0.300 
0.8 0.260 
10° 
0.0 1.000 
1.960 0.1 0.800 In = 1-0 ,42 C!.. 
0,2 0.660 1+1~96a 
0.3 0.550 
0.4 0,465 
0.5 0.398 
0.6 0.344 
0.7 0.296 
00 8 0.250 
15° 
0.0 1.000 
1.808 0.1 0,805 m = l-o.46Za 
0.2 O~665 1+1 .. 808(:( 
0.3 0.550 
0.4 0.470 
0.5 0.400 
0.6 0~345 
0.7 0.300 
0.8 0.255 
20° 
0.0 1.000 
In = 1-0.48 Cf.. 1.770 0.1 0.810 
0.2 0.670 1+1.77 (:1. 
0.3 0,560 
)8 
Ta.ble 2.· Continued 
(1 ) (2 ) (3 ) (4) (5) (6 ) 
i ¢i L /d ex In Remarks 
0.4 0 .. 470 
0.5 0.400 
0.6 0.340 
0.7 0.300 
0.8 0.255 
25° 
0.0 1.000 
m = 1-0 7492C\ 1.720 0.1 0.810 
0.2 0.670 . 1+1.,72 C( 
0.3 0.560 
0.4 0 .. 470 
0.5 0.400 
0.6 0.340 
0.7 0.300 
0.8 0.255 
15° 5° 
0.0 1.000 
4.708 0.1 0.670 m ='1-0,,120 ex 
0.2 0 .. 495 lt4 •. 708C( 
0.3 0,390 
0.4 0.320 
0~5 0.270 
0.6 0.230 
0.7 0.200 
0.8 0.176 
10° 
0.0 1 .. 000 
m = 1-Ot64 Ct. 3.850 0.1 0 .. 670 
0.2 0.492 1+).85(( 
0.3 0.374 
0.4 0.294 
0.5 0.230 
0~6 0,186 
o.? 00150 
0.8 0,120 
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Table 3. Results of the analysis considering pore pressure are tabula-
ted below. 
f3 ~mP@~ With W:l.th With With 
or ¢i=30: i=45° i=45° q/=Jo: 6 i=15 ¢i=20o ¢i=20o 1=20 or H=50
' 
H-20' H-75 1 H=50' 
€ Remarks 
0.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 
0.1 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.90 
0.2 0.82 0.83 0.80 0.80 
0.3 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.60 
0.4 0.60 0.62 0.62 0.62 
0.5 0.53 0.54 0.50 0.52 
0.6 0.42 0.40 0.40 0.41 
0.7 0 • .33 0.30 0.30 0.32 
'0.8 0.13 0.20 0,20 0.22 
0.9 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.09 
1.0 
The above data are plotted on graph paper and they seem to fit a 
line passing through (1,0) and (0,1) 
So, the equation of the line is 
ft+~ = 1 • • 
or 0+ roi = 1 • 
or f+~=l • 
From 
so. in case of sudden draw-down 
~=r!::l. ~G+e 
• • • • • • 
• • 
• 
straight 
(1) 
(2 ) 
• (.3) 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLiCATION TO DESIGN 
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In the preceding ohapters possible design prooedures are outlined. 
As a means of further explaining and olarifying and at the ~ame time 
verifying this method with the existing but time-oonsuming slip-oirole 
slice method. the following design problem is taken. 
1be problem in Figure 18 is a typioal seotion of a dam with the 
following soil properties 
(/)
' 0 
= 10 ., i 
c = 1000 p.s.f. 
Design number 1 
7t = 120 p.o.f.; ~ = 134.8 p.o.f.; 
The stability analysis of the upstream slope is to be done for the 
~ollowing cases, first by slip-oirole slioe method and then by qD-oirole 
method. 
Case I with earthquake ( ex = 0.1) 
Case II with pore pressure due to sudden draw-down 
Case III with pore pressure due to construction ( f = 0.20) 
Design number 2 
The stability analysis of the downstream slope is to be done for 
the case, namely, pore pressure due to seepage. For this one needs to 
draw the flow net and at least to draw the phreatic line and the equipo-
tential lines. These in turn will give the areas A. a, al in case of 
qb.Oircle methqd. Then, one can compute 
6 = lwa1 7t (A-a) + r;a 
Solution, Design Number 1 
Case I. B.Y slip-oircle slice method: (Figure 18) 
F (factor of safety) = ;L + tan.{fj [It( L N- L Eel] 
t ( [T + t ET) 
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= 1 1000 X 317 + 0.1763 [120 (105160.236)] 120 (2360 + 1,01 ) 
= 1.30 
Case I. By ¢ .circle method: 
From Figures 10 and 11 (by interpolation) oorresponding to i 
(slope angle) = 16° and ¢ i = 10° t tor C(:;: 0.10 tan¢mE/tancA. = 0.68. 
So, ¢ mE = 6.90. Let the true faotor of' safety be F = 1.2, then ¢m-
aotua1 = f:B2 = 5.8°. Corresponding to this qbm~actua1 and i :;: 16°. 
o/F r H = 0.0.5 (from Figure 7) •• •• (1) 
Now, IE (fora = 0.10) = "-t (1 + Ci. tid) and oorresponding to 
'Pi = 10° and i = 16°, (/d = 3.85. SO, IE = 120 (1 + 0.10 x 3.85) = 
166 p.c.f. So. from (1) F = 166 x i~gox 0.05 = 1.2. So the true factor 
ot safety is 1.2. 
Case II. By slice method: (Figure 18) 
F (factor of safety) = ct; + tan 1;>; [ Is E, N - -Iv E BP J 
.&7}[T 
_ 1,000 x 317 + 0.1763 [134.8 x 10,160 
- - 62. 5 x 11,880] " 
134.8 x 2,360 
= 1.34 
Case II. By¢ -circle method: , 
From the Figure 15. for /3= -f'!.. = ~~8 = 0.465. 
r:Pmpl <:Pi = 0-5:35. So. ¢mp = 0.5:35 x 10!l= 5.35°. Let F (true factor 
of safety) by 1.2,5. Then ¢m-aotual = ffl = 4.27°. Corresponding to 
this ¢m-actu.al and i = 16°. ;7H = 0.06 (from Figure 7). or 
F = 10000 - 1 25 So t eft f r t 1 25 0.05 x 134.8 x 100 - •• ,ru ao or 0 sa e y = • • 
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Case III. By slice method: 
If f 0 2 th 7~ hI 0 2 hI = O. 2 x 120 = 0 385 = ., en it h =., or h 62.5 •• 
So, pore pressure due to construction is 38.5 per cent of full hydro-
static press~e. Now, F (factor of safety) 
= 317,000 + 0.1763 [120 x '10,160 ... 62~5x 0.385 x 11,880] 
120 x 2,360 
= 1.70 
Case III. By ¢-circ1e method: . 
From Figure 15. oorresponding to' (= 0.29'~ = 0.8. 
So. ¢mp = 80 • Let F = 1.55, then ¢m-aotua1 = ~.55 = 5.20 • Now. for 
i = 16° andq6m-actua1 = 5.2°, c/F~~H = 0.054. Or, F = ~~~~4 x 120 x 100 
': 1.55. So, true factor of safety -= 1.55. 
Solution. design number 2 
Pore pressure due to seepage by slip-circle slice method: (Figure 19) 
F, S, = 1.000 x 264 + 0.1763 (134,8 x 2950 + 120 x 3850 - 62.5 x 2360] 
134,8 x 1,004 + 120 x 1,181 
= 1.40 
Pore pressure due to seepage by ~-circle method: (Figure 20) 
{; =. Ix 8.l ,r- = 62.5 x 3~50 
. TtCA-a j + (sal =-2~0~(1~2"", 4O~0--~5~, 3~0-=-0T"") ~+-:1:-::3~4-:;. 8~x~5:::-."="3 O~O 
= ~.13, oorresponding to 6= 0.13, ~p.: 0.87. So, n.. = 0.87 
, 1 ~ 
x 10 = 8.7°" Assuming F := 1 .. 25, ¢m-actua,l = ~:~5 = 7°. So, corres-
ponding to ~ ':," 22° t ¢m-actua,1 = 70° t c/F7H = 0.063. (1) 
Now, r E = Jj. (A-a) + 'Ysa = 120 (12,400 = 21~002 + 134.8 x 2 1300 
A 12.400 
= 126 tbs/cft. From (1), F = ~~~g3 x 126 x 100 = 1.25. Hence, true 
factor of safety is 1.25. 
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CHAPI'ER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
TheqD-circle method employed to get the relation between the 
stability number, c/F7H and slope angle, i, for the different ¢IS, 
makes the problem of stability analysis of earth slopes Simpler 
compared to many other methods so far used in the design. 
When the slope angle and the friction angle are known, G IF lH 
may be obtained directly from Figure 7, while for zero friction angle, 
if there is a limitation in the depth to which a rupture surface may 
extend, Figure 8 will furnish the value. 
Now, these two figures, namely Figure 7 and Figure 8, are based 
Qn1y on the external load W, the weight of the sliding mass. If now 
the problem is complicated by introduoing the follOwing cases, namely 
(1) earthquake, (2) pore pressur~ (a) due to sudden draw-down, (b) due 
to seepage, (c) due to construction, then the problem is to get the 
modified friction angles in those cases. 
In case of earthquake Figures 10 to 14 as supplied by the writer 
from his mathematical and graphical analyses of 40 different cases give 
the relation between m (the ratio of the tangent of the modified friction 
angle due to earthquake to the tangent of the friction angle) and CX(the 
coefficient of earthquake acceleration) for a given i (slope angle) and a 
given ¢ i (initial friction angle). It is this modified friction angle 
which will be used to obtain the stabili ty number in Figure 7. And, 
also in this case, the unit weight of soil in the stability number is the 
equivalent unit weight, IE' and, 7E = 7 (1 + a.l/d) where ,lid is the 
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moment arm ratio. Figure 9 supplied by the writer gives the relation 
between ( L /d) and slope angle (i) for different cP i IS. 
In the case of pore pressure due to sudden drawdown, fJ ( 1: 
the sudden draw-down faotor) is calculated and the oorresponding 
cfJmp/ cf; i (ratio of friction angle modified due to pore pressure to 
the initial friction angle) is obtained from Figure 15. The modified 
friction angle ( cf;mp) is used to obtain the stability number in Figure 7. 
The unit weight in this case is the saturated unit weight of the soil. 
In ~his connection one thing can be observed. Figure 15 represents a 
straight line whose equation may be written as $;, + f3 = I, or ~ = 1 - f3 = 1 -1= 
or CPm> = :b. CPi IS 
or ~ = ~ (in case of sudden 
-(jJ 1--- G+e 
draw-down) 
where G is the specifio gravity of the soil. 
In case of pore pressure due to seepage, seepage factor 6 
(,t TA~A;l+ lsa i.e. ,t (A-a't'+ lsa approximately) is calculated 
after drawing the flow net, mainly the phreatic line and the equipoten-
tial lines, and the oritical circle by cf; -cirole method with the help of 
Table I. Then, oorresponding to this, 6, cf; mpl cP i is obtained from 
Figure 15. And, this cfJ mp is used in Figure 7 for the determination of 
the stability number. The equivalent unit weight <. 7 E) to be used in the 
stability number. is given by I E = 'Tt (a-a).. lsa • 
.. A lrw h] 
In case Clf pore pressure due to construction, (= # = 
oonstruotion pore pressure coefficient, where 
~= unit weight of water 
~ = unit weight of soil at any moisture content 
h = full hydrostatic pressure head 
hI = pore pressure head expressed as a per cent of full 
hydrostatic pressure head. 
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Knowing t , """ / rI\ can be obtained from Figure 15 and then with this 
'I:" mp 't' i 
C/>mp. stability number may be obtained from Figure 7. The unit weight 
used in this stability number is ~t the unit weight of soil mass at 
field moisture content. The dependability of the results of such solu-
tions will depend entirely on the conditions. In a few ideal cases the 
results may be very dependable. More often there will be questionable 
items, such as the possibility of surface cracking at the top of the 
slope. In this case the results can be accepted only as rough indica-
tions. If good judgment is used in estimating and attempting to evaluate 
the unknown factors whatever the conditions may be, the results should be 
of value in arriving at logical conclusions. 
For slight variations of soil properties within the sliding mass, 
average values for cohesion, unit weight and friction angle may be 
used. 
Although stability problems involve more questionable items than 
most engineering problems, it is seldom feasible to make use of large 
factors of safety. Conditions are often such that about the largest 
factor of safety that may be chosen is 1.5. This method being a simple 
and handy one is advantageous to the designer for designing an earth 
embankment whether it is an earth dam, railway cut, highway embankment, 
canal embankment or any such earth slope. 
APPENDIX 
Information about Table 2 and. all ~ther pertinent d~t4-. 
Graphical analysis for the earthquake case done as in Figure 16, 
gives the following informations. 
1. a. For i = 1.5° 
b. 
¢i = 5° 
H = 50' 
Mea sured : R = 180 ft. 
D = 123 ft.; e1 = 90° - 1].0 = 42.5° 
Y = ~ x Ox (~)3 Cos 81, - Cot a.l 
(~)2 <rr - 81 ) - Cote1 
= 146 ft. (This is fixed as a1) 
And, a2 is fixed by the interseetion of the medians of the 
triangle ABC. 
ala2 = 34'; 
x = 1,915 x 34 = 5 ft 
13,115 • 
Al = 1,915 sq. ft. 
A2 = 11,200 s9. ft. 
Total 13,115 sq. ft. 
e = 2 f1 0 = 95° = 1.65 radius 
~ L = R e = 180 x 1.65 = 2..97.5 ft. 
a =~.= 180 ~;[97.5 = 203.5 rt 
! d ~/d 
1)8.5 ' 30' 4.616 
For i = 15 ° 
¢i= 5° C(O 0 
11° 47.5° H = 75' 
R = 272 ft. 
D = 184 ft. 
Y = 220 ft. 
2. a. 
b. 
a1a2 = 52.5 ft. 
Al = 4j10 sq.' ft. t A2 = 25,750 sq. ft. 
1 = 4510 x 52~5 = 7GB ft. 
4510 + 25, 750 
() = 2 D = 95° = 1.65 radians ;'-;0 
,.~ 
L = Re = 272 x 1.65 ~ 450 ft. 
a = ~ = 272 x 450 ~ 306 ft. 
t: 401.5 
For i = 15° 
cb. = 10° 
1. 
R = 187 ft. 
D = 155.5 ft. 
Y = 169 ft. 
a1a2 = 33.25 ft. 
L d 
209' 43.5' 
H = 50' 
LId 
4.80 
(Xo 0 
14° 34° 
Al = 312 sq. ft; . A2 = 4,820 sq. ft. 
I = 312 x ~e25 = 2.02 ft. 
312" t 20 
B= 2 flo = 2 x 3'4 = 65° = 1,18 radians 
JL = Re = 187 x 1.18 = 221 ft. 
~ 
a = RL = 187 x 221 = 197 ft ~ 209.5 • 
L d f/d 
16.25' 421 3,870 
For i = 15° a:o 80 
¢i = 10° , 14° 34° 
H = 22' 
R = 276 ft. 
55 
D= 229.; ft. 
y = 245 ft. 
~a2 = 41.6 ft. 
Al = 700 sq. ft.; 
X = ZOO x 416 = 2 65 ft 
700 + 10,300 • • 
A2 = 10,JOO sq. ft. 
~ = R e = 326 ft. e= 2130 = 68° = 1.18 radians; 
a = ~ = 276 x 326 = 294 ft 
L J08 r---.-------
l d LId 
235' 61.5' 3.83 
J. a. For i = 30° 
cb'i = ;0 
al a2 = 19 ft. 
H = 50' 
R = 86.2 ft. 
D = 57.8 ft. 
Y = 68.7 ft. 
~ = 768 sq. ft.; 
-X - 768 x 19 - 4 55 ft 
- 768 + 2,450 -. • 
A2 = 2,450 sq. ft. 
G= 2 J3 0 = 96° = 1.67 radians 
/'\ L = R e = 86.2 x 1.67 = 144 ft. 
1"\ 
a = RL = 86.2 x 144 = 96.7 ft. 
L 128.2 
4. a. For i = 30 
¢. :: 10° 
~ 
L 
59' 
H = 50' 
d LId 
28 1 210 
b. 
5. a. 
R = 87 1 
D = 62.5" 
y = 67 ft. 
a1a2 = 15.25 ft. 
~ = 578 sq. ft.; 
- _ 578 x 15.2a 
A2 = 2,028 sq. ft. 
X - 578 + 2,02 = 3.38 ft. 
9= 2 fj 0 = 88° = 1.53 radia.ns 
'L = R e = 87 x 1.53 = 133.5 radians 
_ R~ _ 87 x 133.5 a--- =96' L 120.5 
I..: 
58.8 1 
For i = 30° 
¢i = 10° 
H = 75' 
R = 127.5 ' 
D = 92.5' 
y = 107 ft. 
a1a2 = 27.5 ft. 
d 
30' 
C(O 
25° 
LId 
1.96 
"0 
44° 
A1 = 1,140 sq. ft.; A2 ~ 4,)20 sq. ft. 
X = 5.8 ft. 
e= 2 flo = 88° = 1.53 radians 
~ = Re = 127.5 x 1.53 = 195 ft. 
a = at = 127.5 x 195 = 141 ft. 
y; 176.5 
lid I l d 
92' 48' 1.92 
For i = 30° CCo 0 
¢. = 15° 
·1 
27° 39° 
57 
H = 50' 
R = 88.5 ft. 
D = 69.5 ft. 
y = 77.5 ft. 
ala2 = 18.36 ft. 
Al = 327 sq. ft.; 
X = 3.16 ft. 
e = 2 fJ 0 = 78° = 1.36 radians 
A2 = 1.560 sq. ft. 
~ = R e = 88.5 x 1.36 = 120 sq. ft. 
~ 
_ Rt _ 88.5 x 120 = 96 it 
a - :L - 110.5 • 
b. For i = 30° 
CPi = 15° 
y = 113 ft. 
ala2 = 23 ft. 
H = 75' 
R = 133 ft. 
D = 104 ft. 
Al = 780 sq. ft.; 
X = 4.15 ft. 
d LId 
36.8' 1.795 
A2 = 3.550 sq. ft. 
e = 78° = 1.36 radians 
.I"" L = R e = 133 x 1.36 = 181 ft. 
~ 
a = RL = 133 x 181 = 144 ft. 
- 167 L 
L d ~/d 
96.5' 53' 1.820 
6. a. For i = 30° 
¢i = 20° 
H = 50' 
R = 94.5 ft. 
D = 89.4 ft. 
y = 94.5 ft. 
~ = 16.5 ft. 
o 
~ = 238 sq. ft.; A2 = 1,108 sq. ft. 
e= 2 /30 = 62° = 108 radians 
L = R e = 104 x 1.08 = 112 ft. 
~ 
a = ~ = 104 x 112 = 109 ft. 
t 107 
b. For i = 30° 
~. = 20° 
't'J. 
L 
81' 
H = 72' 
R = 159 ft. 
D = 136.8 ft. 
y = 139 ft. 
ala2 = 23.35 ft. 
'1 = 593 sq. ft.; 
X = 4.33 ft. 
d 
e = 2 /3
0 
= 62° = 108 radians 
~ 
L = R e = 159 x 1.08 = 171 ft. 
L 
120' 
Lid 
1.760 
(Xo o 
A2 = 2,600 sq. ft. 
d L./d 
1.780 
59 
7. a. 
y = 111 ft. 
a1aZ = 15 ft. 
H = 50' 
R = 122.5 ft. 
D = 110.8 ft. 
Al = 106.2 sq. ft.; 
X = 1.79 ft. 
8= 2 130 = 500 == 0.87 radian 
L = R e = 106.2 ft. 
_ ~ - 122.5 x 106,.2 125 rt 
a - L - 103.8 = · 
A2 = 785 sq. ft. 
r-----------------~ l d LId 
95.5' 55.3 1 1.72 
8. a. For i = 450 
y = 61 ft. 
R = 72.8 ft, 
D = .54.2 ft. 
ala2 == 14.35 ft. 
~ = 820 sq. ft.; A2 = 1,208 sq. ft. 
y == 5.32 ft. 
a == 2 flo = 84.20 = 1.46 radians 
~ ::;: R e = 72.8 x 1.46 = 106 ft. 
a = ~ = 72.8 x 106 = 79.2 ft. 
t 97.5 
60 
b. 
i 
47' 
H = 50' 
R = 70.5 ft. 
D = 54.5 ft. 
d 
3.13 1 
CA o 
340 
tid 
1.505 
flo 
39.70 
y = 61.4 ft. 
a1a2 = 14.2 ft. 
~ = 562 sq. ft. 
I = 4.9 ft. 
A2 = 1,060 sq. ft. 
8= 2 fdo = 79.40 = 1,,38 radians 
f"::\. 
L = R e = 70.5 x 1.38 = 97.5 ft. 
r.:\ 
= ~ = 70.5 x 97.5 = 764ft 
a L 90 •• 
----------------~ 
t d tid 
46 1 34.5 1 1~330 
For i = 450 
¢i = 100 
H = 75' 
R = 106' 
D = 81.7' 
y = 90 ft. 
a1a2 = 19.25 ft. 
~ = 1,475 sq. ft. 
1 = 7.43 ft. 
e= 2 )90 = 79.40 = 1.38 radians 
L = Re = 143.5 ft, 
Cio 0 
340 39,70 
A2 = 2,350 sq. ft. 
61 
A . 
a = ~ = 106 x 143 95 = 11~ ft L 134.75 ,...-./ __ If__ -..,-__ --, 
L 
67.3' 
10. a. For i = 45° 
¢i = 15° 
H = 50' 
R = 70 ft. 
D = 56.2 ft. 
y = 59:3 ft. 
ala2 = 11.5 ft. 
~ = 495 sq. ft.; 
X = 4.24 ft, 
d 
,50.5' 
C(o 
36.1° 
A2 = 850 sq. ft •. 
f) = 2 Q = 74.4° = 1.295 radians fJo 
1:' = R e = 70 x 1.295 = 90.6 ft. 
a = at = 70 x 90.6 = 75 ft. L 84.7 
L 
441 
b. For i = 45° 
¢i = 15° 
H = 75' 
R = 104.8 ft. 
D = 83.8 ft. 
y = 94 ft. 
ala2 = 21 ft. 
~ = 1100 sq. ft. 
I = 7.55 ft. 
d ~/d . 
36.5' 1.200 
A2 = 1,96; sq. ft. 
e = 2 flo == 74.4° = Ip29 radians 
62 
= 104.8 x 1.29 = 135 ft. 
;""\ 
= ~ = 104.8 x 135 = 112 ft. 
& ~ 126.5 
L 
68.2' 
11. a. For i = 45° 
~. = 20° W~ 
H = 50' 
R = 71 ft. 
D = 59 ft. 
y = 63.5 ft. 
a1&2 = 12.38 ft. 
~ = 350 sq. ft. 
-X = 350 x 12.38 = 4 05 ft 1,068 •• 
a = 2 D = 69° :; 1.20 radians 
i' ?o 
'i,' = R e = 85.2 ft. 
a = ~ = Z± x 85.2 = 75.1 ft. L 80.5 
b.. For i = 45° 
A-... = 200 \f!~ 
H = 75 1 
R = 108 ft. 
D = 89.5 ft. 
y :. 93 ft. 
al&2 = 16.8 ft. 
~ = 832 sq. ft.; 
X ~ 5.7 ft. 
L 
d 
1.22 
(Xo o 
A2 = 718 sq, ft. 
d Lid 
40.5' 1.1'3'5 
A2 = 1,620 sq. ft. 
63 
e = 2 l) = 69° = 120 radians 
;";';0 
~ = R e = 129.6 ft. 
= ItL' = 108 x 129.6 = 115 rt 
8. L 121.5 r--~-. _____ ~ 
( d 
68 1 59.6' 1.140, 
12. a. For i = 45° 
r+... = 25° 
'fr'l. 
H - 50' 
R = 75.6 ft. 
D = 65 ft. 
y = 66.5 ft. 
8018.2 = 11.1 ft. 
A:L = 225 sq. ft.; 
X = 3.3 ft. 
f)= 2 'so = 62° = 1.08 radians 
t = R e = 81.5 ft. 
A2 - 531 sq. ft. 
a = ~ = 75.6 7881'2 = ?9 ft. 
-----------------, 
.L 
48' 
13. 8.. For i = 60° 
H = 50' 
y ::. 60.) ft. 
R = 70 ft. 
D = .58 ft. 
~a2 = 10.5 ft. 
~ = 826 sq. ft.; 
d LId 
44.41 1.080 
A2 : 630 sq. ft. 
64 
x = 5.98 ft. 
e= 2 )90 =69° = 1.20 radians 
"i' = R e = 70 x 1. 20 = 84 ft. 
"" B. = RL = 70 x 84 = 74 ft. L 79.5 
L 
41.21 
H = 75' 
R = 106 ft. 
D = 87.5 ft. 
y = 93.7 ft. 
a1B.2 = 18 ft. 
Al = 1,890 sq. ft.; 
X :: JO.2 ft. 
e = 2130 = 69° = 1.2 radians 
L = R e = 106 x 1.2 = 127:,:2 ft. 
d 
36.8' 1.12 
A2 = 1,436 sq. ft. 
1"\ 
a = ~ = 106 ~2~27.2 = 112.2 ft. 
L 
14. a. For i = 60° 
¢i = 10° 
H = 50' 
R = 70.2 ft. 
D = .59.2 ft. 
y = 62.5 ft. 
a1a2 = 10.8 ft. 
d LId 
55.8' 1.14 
65 
Al = 760 sq. ft.; A2 = 624 sq. ft. 
X = 76~.;8tO.8 = 5.92 ft. 
e = 2/30 = 66° = 1.14.5 radians 
~ = R e = BO • .5 ft. 
'"' 
a = ~ = 70.2 ~680·r.5_=_7_4_ • .5_f_t. ______ --. 
L d tId 
41.2' 39.8' 1 03.5 
" 
C(O fJfJ 
H = 7.5' 
R = 10.5 ft. 
D = 88 ft. 
y = 92 ft. 
a1a 2 = l6 ft. 
Al = 1,710 sq. ft.; 
x = 8.8.5 ft. 
~= 2 'so = 66° = 1.14.5 radians 
'L = R e = 10.5 x 1.14.5 = 120 ft. 
'" a = RL = 105 x 120 = 110 .5 ft 
41° 33°, 
A2 = 1,)8.5 sq. ft. 
- 114 •• 
L __ ------------------~ 
15. a. For i = 60° 
¢. = 1.5° 
l 
L d LId 
~6~0~.8~' ____ ~.5~9~ • .5~' __ ~1~.~ 
H = 50' 
R = 70 ft. 
D = 60 ft. 
Cf..o 
66 
y = 64.8 ft. 
a1 a2 = 11'.8 ft. 
Al = 630 sq. ft.; 
X = 6.5 ft. 
f) = 2 Po = 63 0 = 1.1 radians 
fL = R e = 70 x 1.1 = 77 ft. 
"'-
a = RL = 70 x 77 = 745ft L 72.4 • • 
A2 = 523 sq. ft. 
~--------------~'~~ L d ' lJid 
b. For i = 60 0 
"'" 0 ¥? i = 1.5 
y = 94 • .5 ft. 
40.5' 
H = 75' 
R = 104.5 ft. 
D = 89~5 ft. 
43.6' 0.930 
a1a2 = 16.25 ft. 
Al = 1,410 sq. ft.; 
X = 8.7 ft. 
A2 = 1,208 sq. ft. 
e= 2 /Bo = 630 = 1.095 radians 
L = R e = 114 • .5 
= R~ = 104.5 x 114.5 = 110 ft 
a - 109 • L 
d 
16. a. For i = 60 0 
¢i = 20 0 
61' 
H = 20' 
R = 68.2 ft. 
D = 59 ft. 
64' 
eto 
46.50 
tid 
0.938 
A 
3P.2° 
67 
b. 
17. a. 
y = 61.7 ft. 
ala2 = 10.25 ft. 
Al = 487 sq. ft.; 
X = 5.23 ft. 
A2 = 465 sq. ft. 
(i.= 2/?'o = 60.4 = 1.05 radians 
~ = R e = 68.2 x 1.05 = 71.5 ft. 
- ~ = 68.2 x 71.5 = 705ft 
a - - 69 •• 
L ~----------------__ 
L 
37.~' 
For i = 60° 
CPi = 20° 
H = 75' 
R = 102 ft. 
D = 88 ft. 
y = 90.5 ft. 
a1a 2 = 14.5 ft. 
d L.fd 
45' 0.840 
00 0 
46.5° 30.2° 
Al = 1,110 sq. ft.; 
X = 7.45 ft. 
A2 = 1,050 sq. ft. 
f) = 2 flo = 60.4° = 1.05 radians 
~ 
L = R e = 107 ft. 
'-' ,: 
a = E& = 102 x 107 = 105 ft 
t 104 • 
( d 
55' 65.8' 
For i =.60° f~~ ¢ = 25° 
,i 
H = 20' 
R = 65.5 ft. 
D = 57 ft. 
LId 
0.834 
l10 
30° 
68 
y = .58 • .5 ft. 
a1a2 = 9.62 ft. 
Al = 330 sq. ft.; 
X ::: 4 • .54 ft. 
A2 = 370 sq. ft. 
e = 2 /30 = 60° = 1,046 radians 
~ = Re = 6.5.5 x 1.046 = 68.2 ft. 
1"\ 
a = RL = 65.5 x 68.2 = 68.5 ft. L 6.5 
b. For i = 60° 
H = 75' 
R = 98.2 ft. 
D = 8.5 ft. 
y = 90.3 ft. 
a1a2 = 16.25 ft. 
L d t./d 
Al = 758 sq. ft.; A2 = 872 sq. ft. 
e= 2 Po = 60° = 1.046 radians 
~ . 
L = R e = 102 • .5 ft. 
~ 
= RL = 98.2 x 102.5 = 102 5 ft 
a L 98.2 •• 
------------------, 
18. a. For i = 75° 
¢i = 5° 
L 
50.8 1 
H = 50' 
R = 83 • .5 ft. 
D = 75.8 ft. 
d LId 
69' 0.73.5 
19- a. For i = 75° 
rh, = 100 ~l. 
"72.5 1 
H = 50 1 
R = 85 ft. 
D = 78 ft. 
a1 a2 = 11 ft.. 
A1 = 865.8 sq. ft. j 
I = 7.88 ft, 
e = 2 .J:I = 47° = 0.82 radian ;':;0 
L = R e = 69. 5 ft. 
a = ~ = 85 x 69.5 = 875ft 
A2 = 860 sq~ ft. 
d Lid 
77 1 0.946 
Clo '0 
47.5° 23.5° 
A2 = 344.2 sq. ft. 
- 67.5 •• 
L __ --------------~ 
tId I 
b. For i = 75° 
¢i = 10° 
46.6 1 
H = 75' 
R = 128.8 ft. 
D = 118.4 ft. 
d 
0.832 
eto 
23.5 ° 
70 
a1a2 = 14,7 ft. 
A1 = 1,965 sq. ft. 
I = 10,7 ft. 
A2 = 740 sq .. ft, 
f)= 2 $0 = 47° = 0.82 radian 
L = R e = 105.5 ft. 
1"::'\ 
- Rt = 128.8 x 105.5 = 133 5 ft 
a - - 101 8 ~. L , 
d 
71' 84' 
\ C(o '~- .50° 
20. a, For i = 75° 
H = 50' 
R = 84 ft. 
D = 77.4 ft, 
lid 
0.845 
~ 
Y = 78,5 ft, 
a1a2 = 9 .. 6 ft, 
~ = 7p.5 sq. ft. A2 = 307 sq~ ft. 
e = 46° :;:: 0118 radian 
'i- = R fJ = 67.2 ft. 
1''''') 
= RL = 84 x 67:2 = 862ft 
a t 65.6 .. 
X =.6.85 ft. 
b. For i = 75° 
~... ° ~!Ji = 15 
., 
~ 
44' 
H = Z5 1 
R = 123 ft .. 
D = 113.4 ft. 
d 
58' 
f'Y -,~~o 
50° 
~/d 
0.756 
.Po 
2)° 
71 
y = 114 ft. 
a1a 2 = 13.75 ft. 
A = 1,700 sq. ft.; 
1 
X = 9.85 ft. 
(j, = 2 /30 = 46° = 0.8 radia.n 
~ = R e = 98.4 ft. 
~ 
A2 = 675 sq. ft. 
a = ~ = 123 ~798.4 = 125 ft. 
L ~ ________________ ~ 
63.8 1 
21. a. For i = 7.5° 
¢i = 20° 
b. 
H = 50' 
R = 82.7 ft. 
D = 76.7 ft. 
y = 77.5 ft. 
a1a 2 = 9.30 ft. 
Al = 660 sq. ft.; 
X = 6.62 ft. 
8= 2 flo = 44° = 0.765 radian 
~ = RI$ = 63.4 ft. 
a = at = 82.7 x 63.4 84 ft. L 62.4 
L 
40.3' 
For i = 75° 
¢1 = 20° 
d 
84.6' 0.75.5 ' 
A2 = 268 sq. ft. 
d Lid 
61' 0.665 
; . ......, 
(XO Ji30 
53° 22° I 
72 
H :: 75' 
R :z: 126.5 ft. 
D = 117.5 ft. 
y = 118 ft. 
¥Z = 13.1 ft. 
Al = 1,460 sq. ft.; A2 = 598 sq. ft. 
l = 9.25 ft. 
B: 2 }9o ::: ~4° = 0.765 radian 
'r = Re = 96.5 ft. 
R:L = 126.5 x 96.2 ::: l~O ft 
a = 1 93'.8 .I. 
__ --------------1 LId L d 
62' 92' 0.675 
22. a. For i = 75° 
chi = 25° 
H = 50' 
R = 81.3 ft. 
D = 75.5 ft. 
y = 77.5 ft. 
-Q1Q2 = 9.75 ft. 
A1 = 554 sq, ft. 
l ~ 6.8 ft •. 
tf = 2;$0 = 44° = 0,765 radian 
'L'= R{} = 62 ft. 
a = ~ c 81e3 x 62 = 82.~ ft. L 61 .,J 
, L 
37.5' 
A2 = 242 sq. ft. 
d 'Jd 
61.5' 0.61 
73 
22. b, For i = 75 Q 
¢i = 25° 
H = 721 
R = 121 ft. 
D = 112.2 ft. 
y = 115 ft. 
a1a2 = 14.5 ft. 
A1 = 1,195 sq. ft. 
X = 10 ft. 
f)::;: 2 /30 = 44° = 0.765 radian 
'L :c R e ~ 92.5 ft. 
L 
54.)1 
74 
A2 = 540 sq. ft. 
d L /d 
92.5' 0.59 
/ 
I 
L-
~ 
\ 
/ 
/ 
i 
i 
I 
/ 
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STABILITY ANALYSIS DUE TO EARTHQUAKE (HORIZONTAl) 
H 
FIGUN[ 16 1 
SCALE 
INI"QftIUTION :-
! .50· 
A. 10· 
H • 50' 
2~··1*· 
TO ',NO THE e.e. 0' THE CIRCULAR PORTION: 
FROII THE DRAWING - R· .7' 
O· 62.5' (OS) 
D 
SIN ".;;·0.72 
SO, ....... o.e05 ••• ''''. (¥ - ,80) 
Y.& oHitcos Q-COTe. 
3 (§jcI-",)-COTe. 
Y·67' (. 0CIa) 
THIS GIVES POINT-a..a 
THE C.G.(Q,)OF THE TRIANGULAR PORTION ISGIVEN 
IY THE INTERSECTION OF Titt "EOIANS. 
10 THEN c,OaIS .. EASURED AS 1"5.25 FT. 
THE AREA OF THE TRIANGLE CA.). &78 FTt 
THE AREA 0' THE CtRCULAR PORT I ON (Ait 2,028 nt 
THE CO ... ,NED c.a.II GIveN BY 
x~iJ -103e' 
TO CALCULATE 00, (THE LE ~A.G·T".I'a) 
9 -2A. • e.', 1-'3R.I.OI"N 
'[-".-133.5' 
a,~ = 87 II 133.5. ~96' 
L 120.5 
r- .. T --I.-l ~\~'~o,t~~ 
- - ---~ 
, 
i 
! 
~ 
~ 
'Y~ 
STABILITY ANALYSIS DUE TO PORE PRESSURE 
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF UIS SLOPE WITH • EARTHQUAKE 
• PORE PRESSURE DUE TO SUOOEN DRAWOOWN 
C> PORE PRESSURE Ol.£ TO CONSTRUCTION 
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t .... IIbJIIII! •• ,n. 
teo 
,.,URI II 
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF DIS SLOPE WITH PORE PRESSURE DUE TO SEEPAGE 
'0 
.i.. 22" 
_= 10" 
~ 
19" 139" 
BY ¢- CIRCLE METHOD. 
F I GURE 20 ,. 
SC ALE 
CHECKING fOR SEEPAGE :-
(5 ~ el, = O.ll 
- 1t ( A- Cl) + 1Iel 
" = 'It ( A- a) + f,a = 115 '"/~ 
'* " ,zo 1b5/ cH 
f. = ' J4 .e IID/ c.R 
f .. " 62 ~ "'/ ~l 
AREA - A = 4t. "( II·&~tS)= 11 , 400 ~~ 
AR E A-a % .e J\ (u~1\ l..S) = 5,)00 ~~ . 
A REA-o,:: l"t',. ( .. e-z..s )" J,t50 ~~ 
- , ~ 
VERIFICATION OF TABLE 1 (Aft~~ D. W~ Taylor) 
BY l620 COMPUTER pROGRAM 
AI... iftiJl i 
FI-RAD*FI 
X-RA.D*X 
IF(AN)3Jh~4 ; 
:3 BN-AN 
AN;;:;O", 
GO to 5 
4 BNr;wAN 
g UNUM- S*CSCX*CSCX* Y*CSC~CSCY-COTY +COTX-COTI-x~*AN 
UDEN- l~- .* 0 9+ * OTX- + 0 0 
UDEN.UDEN+2~*.(lN*(AN ... SINFI*CSCX*CXCY) 
COTU-UNUM*t*SECY*CSCX*CSCY*CSCY UDEN-l~ COTX 
COTV=COX(V)/SIN(V) 
CFWH-UNUM/(2,*COTX*COTV+2) 
D=~5*(CScx*cscr-coTX*COTY.l~) 
PUNCH, BN, D, CFWH 
GO TO 1 
END 
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DATA CARDS OUTPUT 
i cJ> ~ .<"It n D c/F-(H /!o 
90.0 0.,0 47.6 1.5.1 -1.3965 1.4070 2. 6101E-01 
90.0 .5.0 .50.0 14.0 -1.3507 1 • .5153 2.3873E-Ol 
2Q·0 10 i O ~.O 1~.:2 -1.2402 1.612:2 2.18JIE-Ol 90,0 15.0 .0 13.0 -1.1346 1.7203 1.9938E-01 
90.0 20.0 58.0 12.0 -1,0700 1.8659 1.8176E-01 
20•0 2~.0 60.0 l1.0 -1.0048 2. 04OZ 1.6.:21ZE-01 
7.5.0 0.0 41.8 25.9 -6.0446E-01 1,0657 2.1908E .. 01 
45.0 
-.5.6040E-Ol 1.1009 1.9490E-Ol 
75.0 5.0 25.0 
-,'g040E-01 1.14Z0 1.730~E-Ol 
75.0 10.0 47.5 23.5 1.1821 I - • OOOE-Ol 1.530 E-01 
Z2· 0 1.:2s 0 .20•0 2J!0 -4. 2313E-01 1.2)87 1.J461E-01 
75.0 20.0 53.0 22.0 -J'~g86E-Ol 1.2Z.:22 1·1Z46E-01 
75.0 25.0 56,0 22.0 -2. 07E-01 1.0000 1.9056E-Ol 
60.0 0.0 ~~·2 2~.4 -2.6400E-01 1.003.5 1.63:33E-01 60.0 5,0 38.5 :3 .5 -2.404JE-01 1.01:26 1·J2Z4E-Ol 
60.0 10.0 41.0 33.0 ' -2.:2029E-Oi 1.0J2Z 1!lZZ2E-Ol 
60.0 1.2.0 44.0 J1.!2 -2.0460E-01 1.0551 9.82.56E-Ol 
bO.O 20.0 46.5 JO.2 -1.8346~-01 1.9787 8.0241E-02 
60.0 25.0 50.0 30.0 
-Z·2Z68E-02 1.0612 l·ZOJ:2E-Ol 
45.0 0.0 28,2 44.7 -1.0229£01 1.0260 1.3779£-01 
45.0 5.0 31.2 42.1 -1.1790E-01 1.0069 1.1003E-Ol 
45.0 10.0 34.0 39.7 -1.0 78E-01 1.000 8.' 92 E-02 
4,2.0 1.:2.0 :26 •1 Jt·2 -9.7132E-02 I .0027 . o E-02 4.5.0 20.0 38.0 3 .5 -9. 7983E-02 1.0186 4. 6304E-02 
45.0 25,0 40.0 Jl.0 1.J6~8E-O! 1.JOOZ 1·:2Z0ZE-01 
~O.O 0.0 20.0 .22.4 2.90 7E-01 1.2953 1.1312E-01 
JO.o 5.0 20,0 53.0 -1 • .5790E-02 ' 1.0928 7.7681E-02 
30.0 10.0 25.0 44.0 -412222E-02 1.OJ82 4·t262E-02 ~OsO 1.:2.0 2Z·0 J2· 0 -5.05528-02 1.0028 2. 5JOE-02 30.0 20.0 28,0 31.0 -4.9224E-OJ 1,0059 9.1584E-OJ 
30.0 25.0 29.0 25.0 :2.2~1E-01 2.1172 1.!2116E-01 
12. 0 010 10.6 60·Z .5 .57 .5E-Ol 1.6971 ' ? 376 JE-02 
15.0 5.0 11.0 47.5 3.9890E-02 1.229 2.4334E-02 
15.0 10.0 1490 34.0 
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